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Local gyrokinetic simulations solve the gyrokinetic equations with homogeneous

background gradients, typically using a doubly periodic domain in the (x, y) plane

(i.e. perpendicular to the field line). Spatial Fourier representations are almost uni-

versal in local gyrokinetic codes, and the wavevector-remap method was introduced

in [Hammett et. al., Bull Am Phys Soc VP1 136, (2006)] as a simple method for

expressing the local gyrokinetic equations with a background shear flow in a Fourier

representation. Although extensively applied, the wavevector-remap method has not

been formally shown to converge, and suffers from known unphysicality when the

solutions are plotted in real space [Fox et. al. PPCF 59, 044008]. In this work,

we use an analytic solution in slab geometry to demonstrate that wavevector-remap

leads to incorrect smeared non-linear coupling between modes. We derive a correct,

relatively simple method for solving local gyrokinetics in Fourier space with a back-

ground shear flow, and compare this to the wavevector-remap method. This allows

us to show that the error in wavevector-remap can be seen as an incorrect round-

ing in wavenumber space in the nonlinear term. By making minor modifications

to the nonlinear term, we implement the corrected wavevector-remap scheme in the

GENE[1] code and compare results of the original and corrected wavevector-remap

for standard nonlinear benchmark cases. Certain physical phenomena are impacted

by the errors in the original remap scheme, and these numerical artefacts do not

reduce as system size increases: that is, original wavevector-remap scheme does not

converge to the correct result.
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The numerical questions this paper deals with, although presented in the framework of

gyrokinetic theory, are essentially about the generic question of how to model advection-

type equations for periodic problems with a homogeneously sheared background flow. Such

flows arise in various physical scenarios including astrophysical[2] and fusion[3–5] plasmas.

When there is a background shear flow, the unit cell of this periodic turbulence must either

shear with the background flow, or have shearing-box boundary conditions, to be consistent

with the evolution of the initial periodic state. The underlying question is how to correctly

represent shearing-box boundary conditions when using a spectral representation of the ad-

vecting fields. We will present this in the context of gyrokinetic theory[6], which solves for

the evolution of the distribution of charged particles in a plasma as they interact with elec-

tromagnetic fields (although various extensions also exist), with typical variation timescales

longer than the particle gyration time.

The wavevector-remap method, as introduced in ref. [7], was intended to solve the local

gyrokinetic equations in a periodic flux tube with a homogeneously sheared background flow

(we call this method original wavevector-remap). The original treatment interprets it as a

simplification of the moving-grid method[7], where the wavenumber grid becomes increas-

ingly sheared as time proceeds. This is analogous to treating the system of equations in the

Lagrangian frame moving with the background fluid velocity. Wavevector-remap is given an

intuitive justification in terms of combining the standard evolution in the absence of a shear

flow, and adding the evolution due to the background shear flow using a discrete wavevec-

tor shifting operation: instead of a smooth advection of complex wave amplitude through

wavenumber space, the background shear leads to periodic discrete jumps. This is usually

thought of as a kind of time-splitting operation, but the non-smoothness of the distribution

functions in wavenumber space (the Fourier coefficients of smooth functions are generally

not smooth) prevents the application of the usual proofs of convergence. Certain worrying

unphysical features of remap have been observed[8], especially in real space movies, where

there are discontinuous jumps in the value of quantities[9]. We show that the wavevector-

remap leads to an order 1 error for a simple case where two plane waves couple with each

other nonlinearly. These difficulties with wavevector-remap have motivated other methods

for simulating plasmas with sheared flows, such as the method presented in ref. [8], which

uses radially periodic shear flows to avoid the need for shear-periodic boundary conditions.

To explain why the wavevector-remap method nonetheless gives correct results in certain
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cases, we consider a Fourier space method derived using a moving-grid interpretation. This

leads to a formally correct method for solving the local gyrokinetic equations. By comparison

with the correct method, we can show that the error in wavevector-remap results from an

incorrect nonlinear coupling term which is effectively a rounding error in wavenumber space.

We follow the procedure of deriving the gyrokinetic equations for an infinite set of modes

on a grid moving smoothly through wavenumber space (the moving grid method), and then

we choose a finite set of these modes to evolve numerically. This discretisation involves

a remap-like approach (which we call corrected wavevector-remap) to account for which

modes are kept in a simulation, and as an indexing scheme for practical storage in computer

memory. This separates the question of which equations are being solved for each mode

from the practical problem of how to implement and store these calculations in practise.

It is not the case that this moving-grid approach is highly expensive computationally: the

linear evolution may be calculated using the same methods of wavevector-remap. Previous

claims that moving-grid method would be expensive[7, 10] focused on the cost of accurately

computing linear terms at each timestep to account for a continuously varying wavenumber.

But inaccuracy in the linear terms, which are smooth in wavenumber, has been shown to

have little effect in certain limits[10]. As we will discuss, the decision to effectively round the

wavenumber to the nearest grid point, however, causes a lowest-order error in the nonlinear

computation so the wavevector-remap method is not a convergent numerical method in the

formal sense (for particular problems it may however give reasonable results).

We show that the standard remap method leads to an unphysical smearing of nonlinear

coupling with width of order the Fourier grid spacing. It might be argued that the simulation

will thus ‘converge’ as Fourier space resolution is increased. This, however, is not in line

with standard definitions of the meaning of numerical convergence. Typically the pointwise

error is used to evaluate whether an approximate solution is close to the correct solution,

and this does not converge to zero in the high-resolution limit. This is because in general the

distribution function g is not smooth in wavenumber space, so arbitrarily displacing energy

by one grid cell in Fourier space implies a very different form in real space. Note that even

though amplitudes of Fourier modes in a nonlinear simulation may look smooth, especially

when averaged over time and/or plotted on a logarithmic scale, mode phases are essentially

uncorrelated between neighbouring modes.

With the standard remap method, the region of Fourier space where nonlinear coupling
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occurs is approximately correct, so some aspects of the nonlinear process are nonetheless

preserved, and it may thus be that certain weak-turbulence results can still be reproduced.

However, it seems simpler and more satisfying to use a provably correct method to solve

for gyrokinetic turbulence in the presence of a background flow than attempt to estimate

in much more detail how these errors might affect standard wavevector-remap simulations:

direct comparison with corrected remap simulations will then allow us to determine whether

previous results are in error.

Especially to researchers who perform most of their analysis in spectral space, rather than

examining real space quantities, it might not seem obvious that small errors in wavenumber

associated with the original remap scheme (that we will later quantify) are problematic.

For example, taking a 2D plot of mode amplitudes (conventionally a density plot using a

logarithmic scale for mode amplitudes) in a well-resolved simulation and shifting quantities

by one pixel would not make a dramatic difference to the figure. We highlight, however,

using a visual example, that it makes a dramatic difference to structures in real space. A

sharp spatial structure like a step function must be represented using a large number of

plane wave components with specific phases chosen to allow constructive and destructive

interference in the appropriate locations.

We use a greyscale digital photographic image (figure 1) of a scene containing multiple

penguins to illustrate how the errors in remap might have an impact on spatial structures.

After taking the two-dimensional FFT to produce image mode amplitudes φI,J (with hor-

izontal Fourier index I and vertical index J), we perform the transform φI+K(J),J → φI,J ,

with a randomly chosen K(J) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Note that the I index is treated using modulo

arithmetic, and the reality condition is applied by using K(−J) = −K(J). This procedure

simulates the off-by-one error that arises in the original remap procedure. After taking the

inverse FFT of Φ, we produce an image illustrating the effects of this single-index shifting.

Near the left and right sides of the domain, there is little modification to the image, but

in the centre of the domain, sharp features are broken up and the original structures are

largely unrecognisable.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 1: (a) A grayscale digital photographic image[11] (b) subjected to a one-unit shifts in
horizontal wavenumber designed to simulate errors in the remap operation.

I. THE MOVING-GRID METHOD

To understand why the wavevector-remap method leads to correct linear simulations in

the limit of large kx resolution (it would otherwise have been immediately dismissed), but

the details of nonlinear coupling are incorrect, we follow a shear-periodic description of the

problem, which is conceptually equivalent to the moving-grid description of Hammett et al.

[7]. First, we will derive a convergent approximation for gyrokinetics with a background

shear flow, then compare it to the remap method.

The gyrokinetic Vlasov equation for the perturbed distribution function δf in the local

limit[1, 12] may be written symbolically as

0 = ∂tδf + [〈Φ〉, δf ] + L1(µ, v||, z)δf + [〈Φ〉, f0], (1)

where L1 is the linear gyrokinetic operator accounting for background drifts and parallel

motion and acceleration, 〈Φ〉 is the gyroaveraged electrostatic field, f0 is a background

distribution function, and µ and v|| are the magnetic moment and parallel velocity. The

square brackets are Poisson brackets representing advection due to the E × B velocity
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implied by the electrostatic field. We have

[f, g] = ∇f ×∇g. b̂
B

=
1

C

[
∂f

∂x

∂g

∂y
+
∂f

∂y

∂g

∂x

]
(2)

where the magnetic field unit vector b and strength B appear. The spatial coordinates

parameterise the position R(x, y, z) with x and y labelling the two directions perpendicular

to the background magnetic field and z varying along the field line. y is the binormal

coordinate, with dR/dy in the toroidal direction. In this coordinate system, the background

magnetic field may be written B = C∇x × ∇y, where C is a constant. The final Poisson

bracket in eq 1 is linear in Φ and only a function of z and µ.

A symbolic, rather than explicit notation, is being used because we are more interested in

the question of how these terms behave as operators (such as their smoothness) rather than

their explicit form. The issues to be understood are really related to the general problem of

convection in a shearing-box periodic domain rather than specific to gyrokinetics.

Given a radially varying background electric field of the form Φ0 = CSx2/2, which leads

to a uniformly shear background E × B flow in the y direction, we define a perturbed field

φ using Φ = φ+ Φ0 and find

0 = ∂tδf + [〈φ〉, δf ] + xS∂yδf + L1(µ, v||, z)δf + [〈φ〉, f0]. (3)

To simplify the discussion in the rest of the paper, the parallel boundary conditions

along the field line are not discussed in detail – they are handled the same way in the

various numerical methods described and thus are not of immediate relevance[12]. Similarly,

electromagnetic fluctuations are not discussed.

Since φ is a linear function of δf through the Poisson equation, we can simplify the

notation further to

0 = ∂tδf + [〈φ〉, δf ] + xS∂yδf + L2(µ, v||, z)δf (4)

where L2 = L1 + [〈Φ〉, f0] is an integro-differential operator, homogeneous in x and y.
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Consider the Fourier representation

δf (x, y, t) =
∞∑

I,J=−∞

δf (I, J, t) exp [ix(Ikx0 − SJky0t) + iyJky0] (5)

for integer I and J , where kx0 = 2π/Lx, ky0 = 2π/Ly, Lx and Ly are the lengths of the shear-

periodic domain in the x and y direction respectively, and the overbar denotes the Fourier

transform of a given quantity (note the reality condition implies δf (I, J, t) = δf
∗
(−I,−J, t)).

For a certain mode (I, J), we have

(kx, ky) = (Ikx0 − SJky0t, Jky0). (6)

This Fourier representation satisfies the periodicity constraint δf (x, y, t) = δf (x+ALx, y +

BLy + AtLxS) for integers A and B, so at t = 0 a simple double periodicity in x and y is

implied. At later time, the representation is shear-periodic: this is necessary to be consistent

with the uniform background shear flow.

The real space δf arising from δf (I, J, t) = δf (I, J, 0) is trivially a solution to the advec-

tion equation

∂tδf (x, y, t) = −xS∂yδf (7)

as the time-shift in the Fourier representation (eq. 5) represents the spatial advection

process.

Inserting the Fourier series representation of equation (5) into the gyrokinetic equation

and separating each Fourier component leads to

0 = ∂tδf +W (δf , φ) + L̄2(kx, ky, µ, v||, z)δf , (8)

where W represents the nonlinear Poisson bracket. Note that advection by the background

shear flow does not appear explicitly in eq. 8 because it has been accounted for by the form

of the Fourier transform. The Fourier space representation of the linear term L2, L̄2, does

not couple Fourier modes with different k, due to the homogeneity of the system in x and y

(except for the parallel boundary condition, which accounts for the linearised safety factor

profile). The operator W is the transform of the Poisson bracket [〈φ〉, δf ] and its Fourier
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components may be defined as

W (I, J) = L−1x L−1y

∫
dxdy[〈φ〉, δf ] exp [−ix(Ikx0 − SJky0t)− iyJky0] . (9)

In real space (i.e. not Fourier space), the nonlinear term is given by

[〈φ〉, δf ] =∇〈φ〉 × ∇δf . b̂
B

=−

[∑
I′,J ′

〈φ̄〉(I ′, J ′, t)k(I ′, J ′, t)

]
×

[∑
I′′,J ′′

δf (I ′′, J ′′, t)k(I ′′, J ′′, t)

]
.
b̂

B

exp
{
ix(k′x + k′′x − S[k′y + k′′y ]t) + iy(k′y + k′′y)

}
(10)

=−
∑

I′,J ′,I′′,J ′′

〈φ̄〉(I ′, J ′, t)δf (I ′′, J ′′, t)k(I′,J′, t)× k(I′′,J′′, t).
b̂

B

exp
{
ix(k′x + k′′x − S[k′y + k′′y ]t) + iy(k′y + k′′y)

}
. (11)

where the wavevector k(I, J, t) = kx∇x+ ky∇y.

For practical numerical purposes, one can directly evaluate equation (10) on a grid in

real space (using the modified Fourier transform) and transform back numerically into the

(modified) Fourier space (as we will show later). However, for the moment we analytically

project equation (11) into Fourier components (using equation (9)) and find

W (I, J) = −L−1x L−1y B−1
∑

I′,J ′,I′′,J ′′

δI′+I′′,IδJ ′+J ′′,J〈φ̄〉(I ′, J ′)δf (I ′′, J ′′)k(I ′, J ′, t)×k(I ′′, J ′′, t).b̂,

(12)

which has the same form as the standard nonlinear term used in spectral local gyroki-

netic computation. The only difference is that the wavenumbers k depend on time (the

time-dependence does not enter the coupling condition). When explicitly evaluated, the

time dependence also drops out of the wavenumber cross-product [ie k(I, J, t)× k(I, J, t) =

k(I, J, 0) × k(I, J, 0)]. An equivalent way to calculate this more efficiently is via a Fourier

convolution approach, i.e

WI,J = F
(
F−1(A).F−1(B)

)
, (13)

where F is the standard discrete Fourier transform, A(I, J) = (b̂/B)×δf (I, J)k(I, J, t) and

B(I, J) = 〈φ̄(I, J)〉k(I, J, t).
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FIG. 2: The set of modes kept in a moving grid description with kx0 = ky0 = 1, and
St = −0.2 if all modes with |kx| < 7 and |ky| < 11 are retained.

The time evolution of δf (I, J) can be written using equations (8) and (11): this is a

spectral representation of local gyrokinetics with a background equilibrium shear flow and

the appropriate shear-periodic boundary conditions. The difference with the standard local

gyrokinetic scheme (without background shear flow) is not very large, but there are two

main points of difference. First, the x wavenumber on the moving-grid increases with time,

but we can practically only solve for a finite number of wavenumbers. In order to keep all

the modes up to a certain wavenumber Kx, we would evolve each of these modes on the

moving-grid only during the time where |Ikx0 − JSky0t| < Kx. Usually the actual grid of

modes solved will therefore not be a rectangular array in (I, J) space, but rather the sheared

domain shown in figure 2, that secularly becomes more sheared at late time.

The second practical difference to standard gyrokinetic computation is that L̄2 is now

evaluated at arbitrary kx, rather than on a grid. Let us now use the approximation kx ≈
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round(kx/kx0)kx0 (where round(s) is the integer closest to s) when evaluating L̄2, so the

evolution equation becomes

0 = ∂tδf +W (δf , φ) + L̄2(kx0 round(kx/kx0), ky, µ, v||, z)δf (14)

and L̄2 is now evaluated exclusively at points on the usual discrete Fourier grid (Ikx0, Jky0).

Note that L̄2 needs to be relatively smooth for this approximation to be appropriate and

in general small kx0 is required for good approximation (e.g. for capturing the variation of

Bessel functions we require kx0ρ � 1). In general, L̄2 is a smooth analytic function of k,

except possibly near k = 0. It potentially has singular behaviour near k = 0 because terms

that involve φ (such as the Poisson bracket [〈φ〉, f0]) may have, at long wavelength, a k−2

dependence on δf through the long wavelength Poisson equation (A− k2)φ ∝
∫
dv3δf . The

coefficient A is non-zero if there is an adiabatic response term (representing, for example an

electron background). In cases where A = 0, such as fully kinetic runs, the operator L2 may

be quite different for modes with wavenumber (0, ky0) and (kx0, ky0), in the typical case where

kx0 ∼ ky0. Therefore, in general, the treatment of these box-scale modes may be somewhat

inaccurate: however, even in the absence of background flow, simulations with substantial

amplitudes in these box-scale modes are generally considered not to be converged.

Let us compare this approach to the original remap method. In the original remap method

each of the wavenumbers are indexed using the ‘nearest point’ in the initial t = 0 grid of

wavenumbers. That is, the mapping between the Fourier coefficients of the distribution ḡ in

the moving-grid method and δ̃f , the Fourier coefficients in the remap description, is

δf (I, J, t) = δ̃f (I + round[Jt/t0], J, t) (15)

with t0 = kx0/(Sky0). In the linear regime where W → 0 the approximate time evolution of

equation (14) is now equivalent to the remap method once this mapping is performed. In

this spectral method, we expect the original wavevector-remap, in the linear regime, to be

a correct approximation given a sufficiently small timestep and grid size in the µ, v|| and z

directions, presuming the approximation to L̄2 is sufficiently good: good approximation for

L̄2 is assured by choosing a sufficiently small kx0. Note that we have not needed to make

arguments here about ‘time-splitting’ schemes or concern ourselves about the smoothness of
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the distribution function in wavenumber space as in ref. [7]. The reason statements about

convergence can be made here in a relatively straightforward fashion is that the sudden

jump in values of Fourier coefficients in the remap method can equivalently be seen as just

a relabelling of the grid index (to be dealt with later as an implementation detail) and the

smoothness of the overall evolution is much clearer in this point of view. The distribution

function at least evolves continuously even though there are discontinuities in its rate of

change (which are small for small kx0).

The difference between the correct nonlinear coupling and that used in the original remap

is now somewhat more clear. In the moving-grid method the coupling is between modes with

−I + I ′ + I ′′ = 0. On the other hand, translating indices (I, J) to the corresponding grid

point in the remap method (Î , Ĵ) we have Î = I + round(Jt/t0), and likewise for I ′ and

I ′′. The nonlinear coupling in the remap method is between −Î + Î ′ + Î ′′ = 0, and thus

−I + I ′ + I ′′ − round(Jt/t0) + round(J ′t/t0) + round(J ′′t/t0) = 0. Since we also have

−J + J ′ + J ′′ = 0, we can rewrite this as

−I + I ′ + I ′′ − [round(Jt/t0)− (Jt/t0)] (16)

+ [round(J ′t/t0)− (J ′t/t0)] + [round(J ′′t/t0)− (J ′′t/t0)] = 0,

which is in general not identical to the moving-grid method coupling condition of −I + I ′+

I ′′ = 0. Now each of the terms in square brackets has a magnitude of less than 1/2 so the

maximum error is 3/2. On the other hand, we know that I + I ′ + I ′′ must be an integer so

the possible error in remap mode coupling is

|I − I ′ − I ′′| ≤ 1. (17)

In practise the absolute error is one grid point the majority of the time. This is basically

the rounding error due to the arbitrary times at which modes are shifted in the remap

method. Note that there is an important special case when this error is zero: if one of the

modes interacting has J = 0 (e.g. zonal modes), the nonlinear coupling is correct. Since

interactions with zonal modes are very important to gyrokinetic simulation dynamics, this

helps to explain why simulations using the original wavevector-remap method appear to give

reasonable results in many situations.
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As an example of where errors in the nonlinear term lead to qualitatively different be-

haviour, consider the cross product in the nonlinear coupling term. In the moving-grid

method this cross-product is independent of time, but the original wavevector-remap a time

dependence fictitiously arises as mode energy discretely shifts in radial wavenumber. Two

modes with initially parallel wavenumbers, with zero cross product, can give rise to nonlinear

coupling in original-remap, but this is exactly zero in the moving grid method.

The reason that off-by-one errors in the index leads to a large error here, but not for L2

is that g and analogously ḡ (and therefore the nonlinear term as a whole) are not smooth

functions in wavenumber space. To put it another way, throwing away the fractional part of

the normalised wavenumber kx/kx0 makes little difference to the linear dynamics, but means

that the wrong modes often couple nonlinearly, because rounding the sum of two numbers

does not necessarily give the same result as summing two rounded numbers.

Demonstrating the error in the original wavevector-remap also shows what is required to

correct a gyrokinetic code that uses it. The linear dynamics are now conceptually considered

to be in a moving-grid in wavenumber space, but the actual linear computation does not need

to be modified. It is only the nonlinear calculation that requires modification. Specifically,

all that is required is to translate the indexes (I, J) = (Î − round(Ĵt/t0), Ĵ) and calculate

the time-dependent k(I, J, t) values (using eq. 6) that appear in the nonlinear terms. Using

the exact values of k means that modes that are aligned initially (i.e. the cross product

is initially zero) will remain so for all time. The re-indexing in the implementation of the

original remap scheme already takes care of ensuring the physically relevant range of kx are

considered even in a moving-grid interpretation. Note that the moving-grid description has

a time periodicity over t0, so it periodically becomes aligned with the fixed rectangular grid.

II. THE MODIFIED FOURIER TRANSFORM AND AN ALTERNATIVE

NONLINEAR EVALUATION

Correctly evaluating real space quantities in a remap simulation requires taking into

account the time-evolving wavevectors, both for simulation diagnostics and for internal cal-

culations. Since the nonlinear term is evaluated in an original wavevector-remap simulation

using a standard Fourier transform, we can see the difference between the original remap

and the moving-grid approach in terms of an incorrect evaluation of the nonlinear term in
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real space, followed by an incorrect transform of the nonlinear term back into Fourier space.

The transform in equation (5) may be rewritten to enable use of standard Fourier trans-

forms (and typical FFT routines) as

h(x, y, t) =
∑
I,J

h̄(I, J, t) exp {ix(Ikx0 − SJky0t) + iyJky0} (18)

=
∑
J

exp {iyJky0 − ixSJky0t)}
∑
I

h̄(I, J, t) exp {ixIkx0} (19)

=
∑
J

exp {iyJky0} exp {−ixSJky0t} h̄J(x, t), (20)

where h̄J ≡
∑

I h̄(I, J, t) exp {ixIkx0} is the result of a standard 1-D (inverse) Fourier trans-

form over the x direction. The last expression is now a standard 1-D Fourier transform over

the y direction, but an important phase factor appears and must be included before the

transform is taken in the y direction. The analogous back transform is simply the inverse

of these steps, in the inverse order. Note that in general a non-rectangular grid of modes in

(I, J) space is stored so practical implementations of this would need some care.

The expression in eq 20 also leads to a definition of the real space field associated with a

quantity h stored as Fourier coefficients in the remap convention, as

h(x, y, t) =
∑
I,J

h̃(I, J, t) exp {ix(Ikx0 − SJky0δt) + iyJky0} (21)

=
∑
J

exp {iyJky0} exp {−ixSJky0δt)} h̃J(x, t) (22)

with, analogously, h̃J(x, t) ≡
∑

I h̃(I, J, t) exp {ixIkx0} and where δt = t−(t0/J) round(Jt/t0)

is related to the time since the last remap step for mode J . In these expressions, because

a rectangular grid of modes is stored, we have I ∈ [0, NI − 1] and J ∈ [0, NJ − 1] so the

one-dimensional FFTs are entirely conventional.

This modified 2D Fourier transform leads to spatial quantities that are shear-periodic in

the x direction (an alternative is output onto a time-varying grid that becomes increasingly

sheared). We have chosen x = 0 to be the point where the background flow is stationary

although this is of course arbitrary (some codes, e.g. GS2[13] take the centre of the domain

to have zero flow). The additional phase factors are zero at x = 0 so the real space quanti-

ties associated with the corrected- and original-remap method agree here. At x = Lx, the
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integer parts of the phase factor lead to a phase shift which is an integer multiple of 2π, so

the factors can be written exp(−iLxSJky0t), and the real-space quantities in the corrected

remap are just translated in the y direction by SLxt compared to the original remap. How-

ever, elsewhere in the x domain the difference between these descriptions cannot be seen

as a spatial translation, as the relative phases of modes do not rotate proportional to the

y wavenumber. The absence of these phase factors leads to ‘glitches’ in the centre of the

x domain in movies made of real-space quantities in conventional remap method simula-

tions; these glitches are due to the time-discontinuities in Fourier coefficients as they are

‘remapped’, but in corrected-remap simulations jumps in the phase factors compensates for

jumps in the coefficient values.

Since we have a straightforward method to calculate the real space quantities correctly

from remap indexes, this provides a simple method to modify a remap code to correctly

evaluate the nonlinear term in gyrokinetic simulations. The correct nonlinear term is

found from transforming the continuous nonlinear terms [〈φ〉, g], but an exact evaluation

can also be made by evaluating the nonlinearity on a fine grid (to avoid mode aliasing)

and using a discrete transform. Let us evaluate the quantities entering the nonlinear

term on a fine grid in real space Xm, Yn with m ∈ [0, N †I − 1] and n ∈ [0, N †J − 1], and

(Xm, Yn) = (mLx/N
†
I , nLy/N

†
J) (we will soon discuss how big N †I and N †J need to be). This

is done, in practise, by first loading the relevant coefficients into the extended Fourier space

of size (N †I , N
†
J), which is larger than the Fourier grid used elsewhere in the code, and then

applying the modified discrete Fourier transform (i.e. equation (20) evaluated on a grid).

One then multiplies the relevant terms together to evaluate the real space nonlinearity.

We then transform back to Fourier space. The nonlinearity will produce new terms out-

side the original Fourier grid: if we had not used an extended grid these short-wavelength

terms would be aliased to unphysically perturb longer wavelength modes within the original

grid. Generally these short wavelength modes arising from nonlinear interaction are simply

ignored.

Using the same logic as for calculating the rounding error, the possible interactions are

for modes with |I − I ′− I ′′| ≤ 1 so the largest wavelength mode generated nonlinearly given

the modes that lie within the remap grid of wavenumbers is I = 2NI − 1 instead of 2NI − 2

for standard spectral methods. The means the aliasing problem is slightly more severe. For

standard remap methods, it is sufficient to choose a fine grid of size (N †I , N
†
J) = (3/2)(NI , NJ)
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(the 3/2 rule) but for the corrected-remap method we need one more grid cell in the I

direction, ie N †I = 3NI/2 + 1, N †J = 3NJ/2.

In summary, the only modifications required to a standard remap code are to calculate

the phase factor in the 1D FFTs appearing in the nonlinear term (i.e. equation (22)) for

both forward and backward transforms, and to calculate the time-dependent wavenumbers

appearing in the nonlinear term (eq. 12). It may also be necessary to slightly increase the

number of real space x grid points used to calculate nonlinear terms (to prevent aliased

modes).

III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CORRECTED

WAVEVECTOR-REMAP SCHEME

The corrected wavevector-remap flow shear model (outlined in section II) has been im-

plemented in the local version of the gyrokinetic turbulence code GENE [14, 15]. GENE

makes for a good example because, like most other local gyrokinetic codes, it uses a Fourier

representation in the directions perpendicular to the magnetic field and previously used

the original wavevector-remap scheme[7] described in section I. Implementing the corrected

wavevector-remap method in such a code requires relatively little modification, all of which

occurs in the calculation of the nonlinear term. As discussed in section II, the linear terms

should not need to be modified as any error will converge to zero as the radial box size

is increased[16]. The kx grid spacing is inversely proportional to the radial box size, so a

convergence study taking kx0 → 0 will reveal if the error in the linear terms is significant

(as is done in figure 4).

While nearly all local gyrokinetic codes are spectral, they typically calculate the nonlinear

term in real space. This is done because it produces the same answer as a Fourier space

calculation and is more computationally efficient. GENE treats the nonlinear term by first

calculating the gyroaveraged turbulent ~E × ~B velocity in Fourier space according to

~vE = −i~k⊥J0 (k⊥ρs)φ×
b̂

B
, (23)

where we have assumed the turbulence is electrostatic for notational simplicity. Here i is

the imaginary unit, ~k⊥ is the perpendicular wavevector component, J0 is the Bessel function
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of the first kind, ρs is the gyroradius of species s, φ is the turbulent electrostatic potential,

B is the magnitude of the magnetic field, and b̂ is its unit direction. GENE then calculates

the gradient of the perturbed distribution function in Fourier space according to

~∇gs = −i~k⊥gs. (24)

At this point, instead of performing a convolution of the two quantities in Fourier space,

they are transformed into real space, multiplied together, and the result is transformed back

into Fourier space.

As discussed previously, the key issue in the original wavevector-remap scheme is that φ

and gs undergo discrete remaps in kx that happen at different times depending on the value

of ky. This means that modes do not stay in proper alignment and experience off-by-one

errors. Since φ and gs are turbulent and not continuous in Fourier space, such off-by-one

errors can be significant.

In order to eliminate off-by-one errors in the turbulent quantities, we must ensure that

the modes stay exactly aligned. A simple and practical way to accomplish this is to keep

the wavevector remap, but make the substitution ~k⊥ → ~k⊥ − SJky0δtêx. Here δt ≡ t −

(t0/J)round (Jt/t0) is related to the time since the mode was last remapped and t0 ≡

kx0/ (Sky0). This definition implies that δt ∈ [−t0/(2J), t0/(2J)) and δt = 0 when the mode

is at a grid point. This modification is identical to a linear interpolation of the wavenumber

between the two remaps and makes the wavenumber shift smooth and continuous. Note

that such a linear interpolation is not an approximation; it is exact because the translation

of the kx is indeed linear in time. This substitution must be made for the factor of ~k⊥ that

appears in both equation (23) and equation (24).

Additionally, this substitution must be made in the Fourier transforms to and from real

space. This process also has a dependence on the wavenumber vector, though it is hidden

away in the discrete Fourier transform libraries called by the code. As discussed in deriving

equation (20), when ~k⊥ is replaced with ~k⊥ − SJky0δtêx it leads a modified form of the

Fourier transform:

h (x, y, t) =
∑
J

exp {iyJky0} exp {−ixSJky0δt}HJ (x, t) . (25)
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Specifically, it introduces a phase factor of exp (−ixSJky0δt). This factor adjusts for the

fact that the actual kx value is often between the grid points that are being used in the

discrete Fourier transform.

To accomplish this all in practice, we take

~vE = −i
(
~k⊥ − SJky0δtêx

)
J0 (k⊥ρs)φ×

b̂

B
(26)

and

~∇gs = −i
(
~k⊥ − SJky0δtêx

)
gs, (27)

which are Fourier space quantities, and perform a standard discrete kx → x Fourier transform

on each. Then, we multiply each of the results by exp (−ixSJky0δt), taking care to construct

the x grid to be consistent with the conventions of the discrete Fourier transform. In GENE,

the following x grid was used

Xm = m
Lx

N †I
, (28)

where m ∈ [0, N †I − 1] is the integer that serves as the grid index, Lx is the width of the box

in the x direction, and N †I is the number of x grid points. Note that, to prevent aliasing,

GENE uses a value of N †I = (3/2)(NI + mod(NI , 2)), where NI is the number of kx grid

points and the mod function gives the remainder of the first argument divided by the second.

Additionally, for an even number of kx grid points, GENE permanently sets the highest grid

point to 0. Thus, the preexisting value of N †I is sufficient to prevent aliasing and there is no

need to add an extra grid point. After multiplying by the phase factor, a standard ky → y

Fourier transform is applied. Next, the ~E × ~B velocity and gradient of the distribution

function, now real space quantities, are multiplied to produce the complete nonlinear term

in real space. At this point, the process is reversed. A y → ky Fourier transform is applied

to the real space nonlinear term. Then, it is multiplied by exp (+ixSJky0δt) and, finally,

Fourier transformed in the x→ kx direction. Thus, the overall algorithm can be summarized

in pseudo-code as written in algorithm 1, where the red text highlights the differences with

the original wavevector-remap scheme. Note that the original scheme can be recovered by
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Algorithm 1 Calculate [〈φ〉 , gs], the nonlinear term in Fourier space

vEx = iJky0J0 (k⊥ρs)φ

vEy = i (Ikx0−SJky0δt) J0 (k⊥ρs)φ

∂g/∂x = i (Ikx0−SJky0δt) gs
∂g/∂y = iJky0gs

vEx = F−1ky→y

(
F−1kx→x (vEx) exp (−ixSJky0δt)

)
vEy = F−1ky→y

(
F−1kx→x (vEy) exp (−ixSJky0δt)

)
∂g/∂x = F−1ky→y

(
F−1kx→x

(
∂g/∂x

)
exp (−ixSJky0δt)

)
∂g/∂y = F−1ky→y

(
F−1kx→x

(
∂g/∂y

)
exp (−ixSJky0δt)

)
[〈φ〉 , gs] = vEx ∂g/∂x− vEy ∂g/∂y

[〈φ〉 , gs] = Fx→kx

(
Fy→ky ([〈φ〉 , gs]) exp (ixSkyδt)

)

setting δt = 0.

In GENE, linearly interpolating the values of ~k⊥ appearing in equations (23) and (24)

and including the phase factor in the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms was all that was

needed to eliminate the nonphysical coupling. The scalar value of k⊥ appearing the Bessel

function of equation (23) does not need to be corrected because it only affects the coupling

strength and not which modes couple. Thus, like the linear terms, it is a smooth function

of kx and any error will converge to zero with increasing kx resolution.

The Bessel function could be corrected, but at some computational cost. This is because

the values of the Bessel function on the full five-dimensional grid are typically calculated at

the start of the simulation. However, we now require their values at many locations between

kx grid points. Exactly correcting this requires the Bessel functions to be computed at each

timestep. Alternatively, approximate values could be found by interpolating between the

grid points. Correcting the Bessel function will only improve the accuracy of the overall

algorithm if all the linear terms and the field equations (e.g. quasineutrality) are corrected

as well.
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IV. NONLINEAR COUPLING TEST CASE

To verify the above changes to the flow shear implementation in GENE, we compared

simulations against analytic results for a simple nonlinear test case. This case was designed

to clearly expose any errors with the implementation of the nonlinear term in the presence of

perpendicular flow shear. The analytic derivation begins with the electrostatic, collisionless

gyrokinetic model in slab geometry without magnetic shear. The electrons are assumed to

respond adiabatically to the motion of a single ion species. We neglect background flow and

shear in the flow parallel to the magnetic field, but allow shear in the flow perpendicular

to the field flow (i.e. E × B flow shear). The gradients of density and temperature are set

to zero. Finally, the distribution function and electrostatic potential are initialized to be

constant in the parallel direction, which ensures that the model is entirely free of variation

in the parallel direction (i.e. k|| = 0).

With these simplifications, the Fourier space gyrokinetic equation (using a conventional

Fourier transform) is given by [17](
∂

∂t
− Sky

∂

∂kx

)
gi(~k)

=

∫
d~k′
∫
d~k′′ δD

(
~k − ~k′ − ~k′′

)(
~k′′ × ~k′

)
· b̂
B

(29)

×
(
gi(~k

′) +
ZieFMi

Ti
φ(~k′)J0 (k′ρi)

)
φ(~k′′)J0 (k′′ρi) ,

where the integrals are performed over the full kx ∈ (−∞,∞), ky ∈ (−∞,∞) plane and δD

is the Dirac delta function. Here Zi is the ion charge number, e is the elementary charge, Ti

is the ion temperature, and FMi is the ion Maxwellian distribution function. This is simply

the Fourier space version of equation (3), where the linear and drive terms have all vanished

due to our assumptions. The gyrokinetic model is closed by the quasineutrality equation,

∫
d3v gi(~k)J0 (kρi) =

eni

Te
CQ(k)φ(~k), (30)

where ni is the ion particle density, Te is the electron temperature,

CQ(k) ≡ Zi
Te
Ti

[
1− I0

(
k2ρ2thi

)
exp

(
−k2ρ2thi

)]
+ 1, (31)
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ρthi ≡
√
Ti/mi/Ωi is the ion thermal gyroradius, mi is the ion mass, and Ωi is the ion

gyrofrequency.

Next, we rename the dummy variables ~k′ → ~k′′ and ~k′′ → ~k′ in equation (29) and sum the

resulting equation with the original equation (29). Then, we will introduce the coordinate

system transform ~K ≡ ~k + Skytêx and first note that ~k′′ × ~k′ = ~K ′′ × ~K ′. Additionally, we

will restrict ourselves to a discrete grid of ~K values as is necessary in numerical simulations.

This gives

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
K

gi( ~K) (32)

=
1

2

∑
~K′

(
~K ′′ × ~K ′

)
· b̂
B

(
gi( ~K

′)φ( ~K ′′)J0 (k′′ρi)− gi( ~K ′′)φ( ~K ′)J0 (k′ρi)
)
,

where the summation is still over the full grid and the Dirac delta function has been replaced

by the wavevector coupling condition of ~K ′′ = ~K − ~K ′. Note that, since the time derivative

is now taken at constant ~K, the quantities of kρi that appear as arguments to the Bessel

function have acquired a time dependence.

Now, as in a three-wave resonant decay calculation [18], we will consider just three Fourier

modes with ~K1 = ~K2+ ~K3 such that they nonlinearly couple. We will initialize φ2 ∼ φ3 � φ1

(where the subscript specifies the Fourier mode) and linearize equation (32) in the ratio of

the mode amplitudes. We find

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
K

gi2 = 0 (33)

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
K

gi3 = 0 (34)

for the two “pump” modes, indicating that both distribution functions remain constant in

time. Thus, if both distribution functions are initialized to be Maxwellian according to

gi ∝ ni(mi/(2πTi))
3/2 exp(−miv

2/(2Ti)), then they will remain so. Then, we can substitute

a Maxwellian into equation (30), use the identity

∫ ∞
0

dv⊥v⊥ exp(−a2v2⊥)J0(kv⊥) =
1

2a2
exp

(
−
(
k

2a

)2
)
, (35)
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and calculate the corresponding potentials to be

φ2 = φ̂∅
2C
−1
Q2 exp

(
−1

2
k22ρ

2
thi

)
(36)

φ3 = φ̂∅
3C
−1
Q3 exp

(
−1

2
k23ρ

2
thi

)
, (37)

where φ̂∅
j ≡ φ

∅
j C

∅
Qj exp

(
1
2
k∅2
j ρ2thi

)
, the superscript “∅” indicates the initial value, and we

note that ~k∅j = ~Kj.

The evolution of mode 1, the “driven” mode, is more complex. The linearized gyrokinetic

equation for it is

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
K

gi1 =
(
~K3 × ~K2

)
· b̂
B

[
gi2φ3J0 (k3ρi)− gi3φ2J0 (k2ρi)

]
. (38)

Since the solutions of modes 2 and 3 are given by equations (36) and (37), we can substitute

them and directly integrate to find gi1. This can then be substituted into the quasineutrality

equation (i.e. equation (30)) to find the solution

φ1 =
1

ni

(
~K3 × ~K2

)
· b̂
B

φ̂∅
2 φ̂

∅
3

CQ1

∫
d3v

{
FMiJ0 (k1ρi)

×
∫ t

0

∣∣∣∣
K

dt′
[
C ′−1Q3 exp

(
−1

2
k′23 ρ

2
thi

)
J0 (k′3ρi) (39)

− C ′−1Q2 exp

(
−1

2
k′22 ρ

2
thi

)
J0 (k′2ρi)

]}
,

where the prime indicates that the quantity is evaluated at t′, not t. Like the derivative

in equation (38), the |K in the integral indicates that ~K is held fixed, rather than ~k. This

equation is simple to solve numerically. However, by choosing wavenumbers such that kρi �

1, we can expand to lowest order and make use of J0(x) ≈ 1 − x2/4, exp(x) ≈ 1 + x, and

I0(x) exp(−x) ≈ 1− x. This produces the much simpler result of

φ1 =

(
1 +

Ti
ZiTe

)(
~K3 × ~K2

)
· b̂
B
φ
∅
2 φ

∅
3

(
1 + k21ρ

2
S

)−1 ∫ t

0

∣∣∣∣
K

dt′
(
k′22 − k′23

)
ρ2S, (40)
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where ρS ≡ (1/Ωi)
√
ZiTe/mi is the sound gyroradius and the integral can be found to be

∫ t

0

∣∣∣∣
K

dt′
(
k′22 − k′23

)
=

(
1

3

(
K2

2y −K2
3y

)
S2t2 − (K2xK2y −K3xK3y)St+K2

2 −K2
3

)
t. (41)

This solution is in agreement with reference [18], if the cold ion limit (i.e. Ti/(ZiTe)� 1) is

taken and the flow shear is set to zero.

This result can be compared to a GENE calculation, given the same assumptions. This is

fairly straightforward to do, with the one caveat that the flux surface averaged value of the

electrostatic potential must be set to zero when the code calculates the adiabatic electron

response. This is because there are no flux surfaces in slab geometry when the magnetic

shear is zero – every field line closes on itself at the ends of the domain. With this term

neglected, we can initialize two large pump modes as shown in the top row of figure 3. For this

specific simulation kx0ρthi = 5× 10−3, ky0ρthi = 0.01, Zi = 1, Ti = Te, ~K2 = (−12kx0, 3ky0),

~K3 = (14kx0, 5ky0), ~K1 = ~K2+ ~K3 = (2kx0, 8ky0), and S = 1.6×10−3L||/vthi (where L|| is the

length of the box in the parallel direction). Subsequent rows of figure 3 demonstrate that

unphysical nonlinear coupling occurs in the original wavevector-remap scheme and causes

a smearing of the mode amplitudes in Fourier space. This does not occur in the corrected

wavevector-remap method. Instead, the two pump modes couple together to drive the same

single mode at all times.

Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the driven mode (i.e. ~k1) with time. We see that, even at

low kx resolution, the corrected wavevector-remap method well approximates the analytical

solution. There is a small error, which arises from the Bessel functions (as detailed in the

last two paragraphs of section III), but even this vanishes at higher kx resolution. This

verifies our implementation. In contrast, the original wavevector-remap method converges

to an incorrect solution and, looking closely, it is apparent why. Because the remaps are

occurring at different times for the different modes, the pump modes are only coupled to

the driven mode part of the time. We see that, at the start of the simulation, the mode

has the proper evolution. However, after the driven mode is remapped, the pump modes

remain coupled to its original location, so it stagnates. Then, after one of the pump modes

is remapped, it resumes its growth. This process repeats again and again as the simulation

progresses.
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FIG. 3: Spectra of
∣∣φ∣∣ calculated by the (a) original wavevector-remap method and the (b)

corrected wavevector-remap method for the simple test case of two large pump modes
nonlinearly coupling to drive the growth of a third mode.

V. EFFECT OF THE REMAP SCHEME IN STANDARD GYROKINETIC TEST

CASES.

We perform a comparison of the original and corrected remap methods using two conven-

tional tokamak parameter sets, widely used for benchmarking purposes. These are, firstly,

the CYCLONE case [19] and secondly the Waltz standard case[20] (parameters are described

below). The most striking difference between the CYCLONE and Waltz case is possibly that

the linear eigenmodes are much more elongated along the field line in the Waltz case, so

that the CYCLONE case tends to produce radially elongated streamer-like structures on

the outboard mid-plane during the linear phase of simulations, but the Waltz case produces

modes with large radial modulation. The streamers saturate when they are broken up by

zonal flows in ITG simulations, whereas the nonlinear saturation of modes in the Waltz case
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FIG. 4: The amplitude of the driven mode calculated by equation (40) (black), the original
wavevector-remap method (blue), and the corrected wavevector-remap method (red) for
the test case shown in figure 3. Note the thin dotted lines use the wavenumber resolution
shown in figure 3, while the thick dashed lines have twice the kx resolution. The vertical
grid lines indicate when any of the three modes are remapped in the low kx resolution
simulation (i.e. the thin dotted lines).

is only partly due to zonal flows. The difference in nonlinear saturation physics between CY-

CLONE and Waltz cases allows testing of the nonlinear physics effects of remap algorithms

in two quite different regimes.

In both of these test cases a background toroidal rotation shear is applied; the size of the

resulting E × B shear S in these simulations is 0.12vt/R, where vt is the thermal velocity

of the kinetic species (vt =
√
T/m) and R is the device major radius. These cases are

run with original remap and corrected remap, and, for the CYCLONE case, in both the

ITG (electrons treated as adiabatic) and ETG (ions treated as adiabatic) model; for the

Waltz case we only perform ETG simulations. In the ETG case, the ion adiabatic response

is a uniform Boltzmann response, whereas in the ITG case the electron response is only

Boltzmann on each magnetic surface, so the electrons do not respond adiabatically to zonal

potential . The result is that the ETG simulations have a weaker zonal flow drive[14]. As

part of this exercise, a simulation box-size scan (scaling system size uniformly in the radial

and binormal directions) is performed for the Waltz case.
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Performing with ITG and ETG simulations allow us to emphasise two extreme limits:

the ITG case where dominant nonlinear interactions are between the zonal modes and the

finite ky drift modes and the ETG case where direct interactions between various finite ky

modes are important. We therefore expect that the issues related to the original remap

method will affect the ITG case less than the ETG case, since the off-by-one errors in the

nonlinear coupling do not impact on interactions involving the zonal modes. The shearing

rate chosen for this numerical study is larger than typical physical values for the ETG case.

Several diagnostics are selected for discussion, including the heat fluxes and zonal electro-

static potential. An additional diagnostic that probes turbulence statistical properties is the

kurtosis of the binormal electric field component Ey = −∂φ/∂y on the outboard mid-plane.

For a quantity X with zero mean, the kurtosis is defined as 〈X4〉/〈X2〉2 (with the angle

brackets denoting a mean which is here both a spatial average over the y direction and a

time average over the last half of the simulation), and in some sense measures the heaviness

of the tails of the distribution of X. The kurtosis has a value of 3 for Gaussian distributed

data, and higher if long tails are present. The idea is that the true local turbulence intensity

(here the binormal electric field is a proxy for this) is expected to be somewhat intermittent,

and depart from the Gaussian distribution expected if all the waves added up with random

independent phases. The correlations between wave phases are thus in some sense associated

with ‘long tails’ in the histogram of local quantities. Thus, the kurtosis should be sensitive

to the tendency of the original remap scheme to unphysically remove phase correlations.

A. CYCLONE case

The CYCLONE case is designed to represent, in simplified geometry, the core parame-

ters of a DIII-D discharge, and has been widely used as a reference case to test gyrokinetic

codes and examine basic core turbulence physics. The simulations use equal ion and elec-

tron temperatures, safety factor q = 1.4, shear (dq/dr)r/q = 0.8, density and temperature

gradient length scales Ln = R/2.2 and LT = R/6.0 respectively, and a concentric circular

equilibrium, with local aspect ratio 0.18.

This simulation uses a box size of Lx = 175ρt and Ly = 125ρt (where ρt = vt/Ω is

the thermal gyroradius for a particle with gyrofrequency Ω). The maximum wavenumbers

resolved are kxρt = 3.2 and kyρt = 2.0. These numerical parameters are typical of more
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FIG. 5: Heat flux (in units of nmv3t ρt/R) versus time in CYCLONE ITG case.

well-resolved CYCLONE simulations.

Figure 5 shows that the initial ITG fluxes are very high, but late time fluxes resolve a

gyroBohm diffusivity of around 1. Note that since only the nonlinear terms are modified

between the original and corrected simulations, linear simulations are identical, and the

initial time traces only diverge once the amplitudes become sufficiently large.

Figure 6 shows the Fourier components of the potential versus kx for kyρt = 0.2 at the

outboard mid-plane at the end of this simulation. The envelope of these points peaks at

negative kx due to the homogeneous flow shear. Note that the points, representing the

real and imaginary components of the potential are scattered within a rough envelope,

but there is no obvious correlation between neighbouring points. This demonstrates the

discontinuous nature of the Fourier components versus grid point index, unlike the spatial

functions, which are smooth on scales finer than the dissipation scale, where the (numerical

or collisional) phase-space diffusivity dominates the dynamics, suppressing variations in the

distribution function. The lack of phase correlations between neighbouring Fourier modes is

a consequence of the spatial translation invariance of the gyrokinetic theory (this is actually

a discrete symmetry once parallel boundary conditions are taken into account): since spatial

translation in the radial direction rotates the relative phase between modes with different

kx, no particular relative phase is preferred. Even the Fourier transform of a Gaussian
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FIG. 6: A snapshot of the real and imaginary Fourier coefficients of the electrostatic
potential at the outboard mid-plane kx for kyρt = 0.2.

peak, localised at x = Lx/2, would have mode phases that oscillate by a factor of π, so the

non-smoothness of Fourier coefficients is not really a specific consequence of turbulence.

A primary objective of tokamak gyrokinetic simulation is to predict fluxes due to tur-

bulence, and remap simulations have principally been used to understand how heat and

momentum fluxes are modified by sheared rotation[21, 22]. We performed a scan in shearing

rate over S = [0, 0.6]vt/R, with parameters otherwise unmodified, for the CYCLONE ITG

case. For the CYCLONE case, increasing shearing rate leads to almost complete turbulence

quenching[23], despite the onset of the v|| instability[24] at large shearing rates. We find that

levels of flux are generally comparable between the original and corrected wavevector remap

simulations; the transition to near-zero flux due to background shear stabilisation occurs at

somewhat lower shearing rate in the corrected-remap simulations (this shift is also consis-

tent with simulations using other non-remap methods[8]). Note that other choices related
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(a) (b)

FIG. 7: (a) Heat flux versus shearing rate S and (b) Prandtl number Pr = χv/χE for
CYCLONE ITG simulations.

to the numerical method, such as using periodic versus absorbing boundary conditions[25],

can also make a substantial difference to these curves; this sensitivity is at least somewhat

connected to the question of subcriticality.

(a) (b)

FIG. 8: (a) Turbulence intensity (mean squared value of the non-zonal potential on the
mid-plane) and (b) Kurtosis versus radius for the CYCLONE ITG case with S = 0.36vt/R,
for the original-remap (blue) and corrected-remap (red) simulations.

We use the Kurtosis and a measure of turbulence intensity to determine how the properties

of the turbulence vary in the radial (x) direction. In order to retain periodicity in the x

and y directions as well as the connection along the z direction, which involves a sheared
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connection along the field line, it is necessary to set Lx = LyN/2πŝ[12], where N is an integer

that specifies the number of lowest-order magnetic rational surfaces (where the magnetic

field connects to itself after one turn in the poloidal direction) that fit in the radial domain.

The local gyrokinetic equations have a discrete translation symmetry x → x + Lx/2πŝ.

For the CYCLONE simulations, we have N = 7. We expect the statistical properties of the

turbulence to be consistent with this symmetry, so we should not see a systematic generation

of a mode with wavelength equal to the simulation box.

The turbulence intensity and Kurtosis measure (fig 8) of the corrected-remap simulation

(the CYCLONE ITG case with S = 0.36) are relatively uniform, with peaks in the turbulence

intensity which are consistent with the seven-fold-radial symmetry. The original-remap

simulation, however, shows a variation of these measures on the simulation box scale. The

radial variation in the corrected remap is consistent with the underlying symmetry of the

equations, but the original-remap simulation is not.

FIG. 9: Temperature fluctuation T − T0 versus radius for the CYCLONE ITG case with
S = 0.36vt/R, for the original-remap (blue) and corrected-remap (red) simulations.

A Kurtosis measure of 3 would be consistent with fully uncorrelated mode phases, whereas

the value of around 4.2 resolved in the corrected-remap simulation suggests that turbulence

is somewhat intermittent (intensity has long tails). The effect of the off-by-one error in the

original-remap is to cause jumps in the mode phase at the centre of the domain, which are

likely to cause mode phases to become more uncorrelated, and this is consistent with the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 10: Zonal potential in Cyclone case with S = 0.12vt/R, (a) ITG original remap (b)
ITG corrected remap, (c) ETG original remap and (d) ETG corrected remap.

reduction in the Kurtosis in the centre of the x domain of the original-remap simulation. The

box length-scale modulation of the turbulence intensity is only around 10% in the original-

remap simulation, which is enough to cause much stronger structure generation than in

a correct simulation. The temperature fluctuation radial profile (fig 9) also has a strong

radial variation, consistent with the variation in turbulence intensity, in order to allow for a

quasi-steady state where the overall heat flux is radially constant. Based on the corrugation

to the temperature profile, the box-scale variation of the temperature gradient R/LT in the

original-remap simulation is ∼ 0.3: a reduction in R/LT of 1 would bring this simulation to

the threshold for sustained turbulence, so this is a fairly significant variation in gradient.
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The ITG, but not ETG, saturation phyics is essentially dominated by zonal flows (see

figure 10). Zonal flow structures are somewhat different between the original and corrected

remap simulations; ITG simulations do not exhibit obvious systematic differences, but in

the ETG simulations, there is a significantly larger zonal flow observed at the system scale

in the original rather than corrected remap simulation. The original and corrected remap

simulations have similar fluxes in the ITG case but in the ETG case the corrected-remap

fluxes are ∼ 30% lower (see figures 11 and 5). There are stronger long-wavelength zonal

flows, however, in the original-remap ETG case.

FIG. 11: Heat flux (in units of nmv3t ρt/R) versus time in CYCLONE ETG case with
S = 0.12vt/R.

B. Waltz standard case

Waltz standard case parameters are q = 2, shear (dq/dr)r/q = 1, density and temperature

gradient scale lengths Ln = R/3 and Lt = R/9 respectively, local aspect ratio a/R = 1/3,

and equal ion and electron temperatures, and the simulation is run in concentric circular

geometry.

Two sets of simulation sizes were run, one with a standard box size (Lx = 180ρt, Ly =

125ρt) and one with a box that was twice as large (Lx = 360ρt, Ly = 250ρt): the standard

box size is typical of a reasonably well resolved simulation, and the larger simulation box is
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unusually large.

For these ETG cases, the flux traces are much noisier for original rather than corrected

remap (figure 14). Note that these simulations again have S = 0.12vt/R, where the thermal

velocity is that of the electrons: this is exceptionally large compared to experimental val-

ues. There are periodic downwards dips to the flux for the large original-remap case. The

corrected remap traces on the other hand look quite smooth. The apparently unphysical

jumps in the flux are seen more clearly in the temporal Fourier transform of this quantity

(figure 12), where the harmonics of the remap frequency (in angular frequency units, this is

ωR = 2πSky0/kx0 = 1.09vt/R) are seen as large spikes in the spectrum.

FIG. 12: Absolute value of temporal Fourier transform of volume-averaged heat flux in the
large Waltz ETG case.

The fluxes for the large original remap case are around 20% larger than for the standard

size case. Fluxes for the two corrected-remap simulations are somwhat different, so do not

appear to have converged with size: since the difference between the original- and corrected-

remap simulations increases for the larger case, the original-remap fluxes do not appear to

be converging to the value of the corrected-remap simulations. In other words, the error due

to incorrect nonlinear coupling does not reduce as the simulation box size is increased.

The Waltz ETG cases have very weak zonal flows compared to typical ITG simulations

(figure. 13), and there is no clear systematic difference between the flows observed in original

and corrected remap simulations.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 13: Zonal potential in Waltz ETG standard size case, (a) original remap and (b)
corrected remap.

FIG. 14: Heat flux (in units of nmv3t ρt/R) versus time in Waltz ETG case: thin traces are
standard simulation domain and thick traces are double domain. Blue traces are original
remap and red traces are corrected remap.

Figure 15 shows that, except at the edges of the simulation domain, the kurtosis is

around 3 for both the standard and large uncorrected remap simulations, suggesting that

the wave phases aren’t correlated. The edges (i.e. near x = 0 and x = 1) are special

in original-remap because the individual plane waves ‘jump’ little there during a remap

operation. Higher kurtosis (around 4) is seen for corrected remap, at at the edges of the

domain in standard remap, indicating that the turbulence is somewhat intermittent. The
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FIG. 15: Kurtosis versus radius (last half of simulation time domain) in Waltz ETG case
with (a) standard and (b) doubled simulation domain.

kurtosis in the corrected remap simulation tends to be relatively uniform, and around 4.

Taking into account the magnetic shear, the simulation equations have a nine-fold discrete

translation symmetry in the radial direction, so we would not expect to see variations in the

statistical properties of the turbulence on the box scale; the corrected-remap simulation is

consistent with the underlying symmetry of the system, but the original-remap simulation

is not. Note that this breaking of symmetry in original-remap does not appear to reduce

when the simulation size increases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method, that we call the corrected wavevector-remap, for imple-

menting homogeneous background shear flows in gyrokinetic systems using a spectral rep-

resentation on the plane perpendicular to the field line. For the gyrokinetic problem, this is

relatively straightforward to implement, and there is essentially no computational penalty

to using a corrected wavevector-remap method compared to the original wavevector-remap

method. This method is generally applicable to spectral representations of problems in

shearing box geometry, so should also be suitable in certain problems arising elsewhere, for

example in accretion disk physics.

In the astrophysical context the remap method[2] refers to a moving grid method, with
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infrequent remappings from the sheared Lagrangian frame to a orthogonal coordinate sys-

tem, at time points where every mode has been advected by an integer number of grid steps.

This is quite closely related to the method presented here, although instead of infrequently

making a large change to the region of wave-space under consideration, the wave-space in

the corrected wavevector-remap method stays roughly rectangular.

Although the original wavevector-remap[7] method was motivated fairly clearly in terms

of the effect of background flow on a wave spectrum, this justification was not completely

systematic, and it was unclear whether results based on this method were trustworthy. Previ-

ously, the use of linear test cases and comparisons with non-periodic codes have been used as

support for the appropriateness of the original-remap. Linear results[10] show convergence

in the limit Lx → ∞, and converge sufficiently rapidly that typical nonlinear simulation

boxes are sufficiently large to resolve the linear physics. On the other hand, certain worry-

ing features including the sudden jumps in real space diagnostics suggested that there were

unresolved issues. By relating the corrected remap method to the original remap method,

we were able to clarify what aspects of original remap lead to errors, and, in particular,

described the off-by-one errors in nonlinear coupling in original remap.

A simple test problem, finding the nonlinear coupling resulting from two large-amplitude

test waves subject to a background shear flow, has been solved both analytically and using

the original and corrected remap schemes. The corrected remap scheme agrees well with

the analytical solution, supporting the claim that the formulation and implementation in

the GENE code are correct. On the other hand, the rather poor behaviour of the original

remap method, which does not converge to the correct result in the large system-size limit

calls into question the appropriateness of original remap for nonlinear physics simulations.

In ITG simulations, where zonal flows play a dominant role in turbulence saturation,

the original and corrected remap simulations had heat and momentum flux levels that were

broadly comparable. Details of the turbulence properties, however, are quite different, and

there is a strong radial variation in turbulence intensity and intermittency in the original-

remap simulation that is not consistent with the expected symmetry. ETG test case simu-

lations, where saturation is not dominated by zonal flows, show more significant differences

in flux levels between the original remap and corrected remap methods. This is consistent

with analysis suggesting that the nonlinear coupling between a zonal and an n 6= 0 mode is

correctly treated by the original remap.
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Overall, the heat flux levels in Waltz standard case ETG simulations were somewhat

affected by the remap error, but perhaps more significantly there were substantial changes

in qualitative features of the turbulence. The kurtosis statistic, which measures how long-

tailed the distribution of turbulence intensity is, shows that the statistical features of the

corrected remap simulations are quite different to those of the original remap simulations.

It also shows that original remap simulations have inhomegeneous turbulence properties,

with longer-tailed fluctuation amplitude near the simulation boundary in the x direction,

artificially breaking the symmetry of the gyrokinetic model. We might expect simulations

with very intermittent fluxes (for example, for edge plasmas) to potentially be quite strongly

affected by the errors in original remap. Note also that the original-remap simulations

did not appear to converge when simulation-size was increased, unlike the corrected-remap

simulations.

Overall, despite the original remap scheme performing reasonably well in many test cases,

it seems preferable for future spectral simulations with a background shear flow to instead use

a corrected remap method. The required changes to the nonlinear term are straightforward

to implement and have an insignificant computational cost. Moving to the corrected method

seems be particularly desirable where localised structures arise in the binormal direction[26],

which are likely to be particularly sensitive to artificial jumps in wave phases. Also, it would

be desirable to re-run and re-analyse the classic test cases using the corrected-remap method

and compare this carefully against approaches such as that of ref. Candy and Belli [8] or

ref. McMillan [27] that do not use periodic boundaries.
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